NEW: Safety Funnel with Level Control

Keep filling levels in non-transparent containers safe and easy under control.

MADE IN GERMANY.
20 years of experience in safe handling of liquid waste.
Questions:

Is there still enough capacity or will it overflow?

- Heavy steel funnel
- Corrodible
- No level control
- Overflowing containers
- Flame retardant sieve is ineffective against ignition risks
- Complicated cleaning
- Wide body, doesn’t fit into common safety cabinets

ARRRGHHH, WHAT A MESS!

スピリチュアルな存在!!!
Well that’s smart! The level control enables safe and easy change of containers at the right time.

- Lightweight construction. Material: electrostatic conductive PE-HD
- Integrated level control
- No more overflowing containers
- Grounding cable and clamp included
- Removable sieve for easy cleaning
- Space saving construction, suitable for every safety cabinet

Container is almost full: time to act!
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S.C.A.T. Europe Safety Funnel with Level Control
Part No. 117 637

9,75 litres throughput per minute

Level Control responds from 8 to 8,5 litres*

- Electrostatic conductive PE-HD
- S 60 thread with freely rotatable closure
- Drip edge prevents from fluid deposition at the closure
- Grounding cable and clamp included
- 1,5 litres* filling buffer when the level control starts moving
- Dimensions: W x D x H: 140 x 150 x 200 mm

* When using a 10 litres container
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Clever Details

Hinged Lid with click-closure

Removable Sieve

One of the most useful gadgets ever!
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Collecting flammable liquids always means to deal with fire risks. Fluid stream may cause static charges which lead to sparking and increase the hazard of ignition. S.C.A.T. Europe is a pioneer of protection against ignition risks in laboratories. Our Safety Funnels are made of electrostatic conductive PE-HD and already include grounding cable and clamp.

Find more clever solutions and accessories for safe grounding in our main catalogue and online at:

www.scat-europe.com

INCLUDING GROUNDING CABLE AND CLAMP!
ACCESSORIES

S 60 Canister, 10 litres
Part No. 107 953

The perfect container for the S.C.A.T. Europe Safety Funnel with Level Control. UN approved for transport of hazardous goods on roads and plant premises.

ALL BLACK CANISTERS FROM S.C.A.T. EUROPE ARE MADE OF ELECTROSTATIC CONDUCTIVE PE–HD.

S 60 Angle Adapter
Part No. 108 058

Place laboratory glass and sample bottles on the sieve and let them drip of easily and safely. Also made of electrostatic conductive PE–HD.

PERFECT TO STRAIGHTEN BEVELLED CONTAINERS
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Just scan the QR code and watch the video.

or visit www.scat-europe.com/funnel
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